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Message from the Guest Editors

This Special Issue will pay attention to all those research
approaches focused on the relationship between evolution
in the area of transport with a high incidence in the
environment from the perspective of efficiency, which has
become one of the neuralgic centers of sustainability. It is
about producing, consuming, and moving people and
goods better, with fewer resources and less environmental
impact. 

Topics of interest for this issue include but are not limited
to: 

Public transport; Traffic management; Smart cities;
Location-based systems; Expert systems; Routing
algorithms; Recommender systems; Path planning and
path finding; Users’ profile analysis; Distributed systems
and platforms; Smart city modeling and simulation; Smart
mobility and transportation; Intelligent vehicles; Smart
traffic system operations; Smart integrated grids;
Intelligent infrastructure; Sensors and actuators; Data
visualization; Cybersecurity; Blockchain.

Welcome to contribute!
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Flavio Canavero
Department of Electronics and
Telecommunications,
Politecnico di Torino, 10129
Torino, Italy

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Electronics is a multidisciplinary journal designed to
appeal to a diverse audience of research scientists,
practitioners, and developers in academia and industry.
The journal is devoted to fast publication of latest
technological breakthroughs, cutting-edge developments,
and timely reviews of current and emerging technologies
related to the broad field of electronics. Experimental and
theoretical results are published as regular peer-reviewed
articles or as articles within Special Issues guest-edited by
leading experts in selected topics of interest.
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